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Abstract. The Model-Checking Kit [8] is a collection of programs which
allow to model finite state systems using a variety of modelling languages,
and verify them using a variety of checkers, including deadlock-checkers,
reachability-checkers, and model-checkers for the temporal logics CTL
and LTL [7].

1 Introduction

Research on automatic verification has shown that no single model-checking
technique has the edge over all others in any application area. Moreover, it is
very difficult to determine a priori which technique is the most suitable for a
given model. It is thus sensible to apply different techniques to the same model.
However, this is a very tedious and time-consuming task, since each algorithm
uses its own description language. The Model-Checking Kit [8] has been designed
to provide a solution to this problem in an academic setting, with potential
applications to industrial settings.

There exist many different models for concurrent systems. Within the Kit
we chose 1-safe Place/Transition nets as the basic model for the following two
reasons: (i) They are a very simple model with nearly no variants. In contrast
most other models have many different variants. For instance, communicating
automata can be synchronous or asynchronous, and communication can be for-
malised in different ways. Process algebras have a wealth of different opera-
tors and semantics, and there also exist many different high-level net models.
(ii) Many different verification techniques which can deal with 1-safe P/T nets
are available. Since 1-safe P/T nets have a well-defined partial order semantics,
partial order techniques like stubborn sets [21] and net unfoldings [18] can be
applied (as a matter of fact, these techniques were originally introduced for Petri
nets). Since a marking of a 1-safe P/T net is just a vector of booleans, symbolic
techniques based on BDDs [5], like those implemented in SMV [17], can also be
used. And, of course, the standard interleaving semantics of Petri nets allows to
apply explicit state exploration algorithms, like those of SPIN [13].

For systems modelled in a language with a 1-safe net semantics, all the tech-
niques listed above are in principle applicable. Since each of these techniques
has both strengths and weaknesses, it would be highly desirable to apply them
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all and to compare the results. However, a user who wishes to employ two or
more verification packages does not have an easy task. In particular, the pack-
ages have different input formats, and so the user is forced to enter input data
multiple times, a rather tedious task and one prone to introduce errors and
inconsistencies.

To amend this situation the Kit provides a shell which allows the user to
specify input data (i.e. systems and properties) in a variety of input languages.
Once a system and a property have been specified, the user can choose any of
the model-checkers available in the shell to verify the property. The user is not
required to be familiar with the different ways in which 1-safe P/T nets are
represented to the different checkers.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a small example
and use it to show how the Kit works. In Section 3 we present the modelling
languages and verification techniques which are supported by the Kit. Section 4
gives a brief overview of the Kit’s available options and their use. In Section 5
we present some experimental results which show performance differences of
the individual verification techniques. Finally, we close with some conclusions in
Section 6.

2 An Example

We show how the Kit works by means of a small example. We modelled Pe-
terson’s mutual exclusion algorithm [19] in B(PN)2 as depicted in Figure 1 (a).
B(PN)2 [3], originally well-known from the PEP-tool [10], is a parallel program-
ming language and one of the Kit’s input languages. The notation is mostly
self-explanatory, but for the sake of clarity we would like to point out two
things: (i) 〈t’=1〉 means value assignment, whereas 〈t=1〉 means test of equality;
(ii) incs1: denotes a label which can be used in formulae to mark a program
point between two actions.

Suppose we want to check a mutual exclusion property, i.e. whether there
exists a global system state in which both processes enter their critical sections
simultaneously. The Kit allows this property to be expressed as "incs1" &
"incs2". The Kit takes the formula and the B(PN)2 description and translates
them into a 1-safe P/T net and a corresponding formula (e.g. P9 & P14, where
P9, P14 are place names of the net). Then the Kit invokes the model-checker
chosen by the user (which would usually be one of the available reachability-
checkers in this case). It checks whether there exists a reachable marking with
tokens on both P9 and P14 simultaneously, and returns the result to the Kit.
In case (a) the answer is ‘no’ which means that the mutex property holds. But
what happens in case of an error? For that let us suppose that the user made a
typo within the specification and wrote 〈i1’=0 or t=1〉 in Process 2 instead of
〈i1=0 or t=1〉. This causes a violation of the mutex property and the model-
checker returns a transition sequence leading to the state which puts tokens
simultaneously onto the places which represent the critical regions of the pro-
cesses. As shown in Figure 1 (b) the Kit interprets this transition sequence at the
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begin

var i1, i2: {0..1}
t: {1,2}var init 1;

0;init

do <true> enter

<i2’=1>;

<t’=2>;

<i1=0  or  t=1>;

incs2:

repeat

end

begin

od

do <true> enter

<t’=1>;

<i2=0  or  t=2>;

<i1’=0>;

incs1:

repeat

end

begin

od
Process1 Process2

Process2Process1

 

<i2’=0>;

<i1’=1>;

{
"incs1" & "incs2"

P9 & P14

NO

NO

Kit Algorithm 1

Algorithm 2

Algorithm 3

(a)

Algorithm 1

Algorithm 2

Algorithm 3

.bpn2

"incs1" & "incs2"

Kit

P9 & P14

(T30, T23, ...)
YES

YES

initialise [ i1=0 ]
initialise [ i2=0 ]
initialise [ t=1 ]
execute 〈true〉 execute 〈true〉
execute 〈i1’=1〉 execute 〈i2’=1〉

prevalues {i1=0} prevalues {i2=0}
postvalues {i1=1} postvalues {i2=1}

execute 〈t’=1〉 execute 〈t’=2〉
prevalues {t=1} prevalues {t=1}
postvalues {t=1} postvalues {t=2}

execute 〈i2=0 or t=2〉 execute 〈i1’=0 or t=1〉
prevalues {t=1, i2=0} prevalues {t=2, i1=1}
postvalues {t=1, i2=0} postvalues {t=2, i1=0}

→ now at label incs1 → now at label incs2

(b)

Fig. 1. Peterson’s mutex algorithm in B(PN)2

level of the chosen input language (i.e. B(PN)2) and outputs the result suitably
formatted to the user.

3 Modelling languages and verification techniques

In this section we briefly introduce the different modelling languages and verifi-
cation techniques supported by the Kit. Furthermore, we give a quick overview
of how to describe properties.

3.1 Modelling a system

The Kit offers several languages for modelling a system. These languages can
be divided into so-called net languages and high-level languages which abstract
from net details.

• High-Level Languages
Loosely speaking, these description languages abstract from structural net
concepts like places, transitions, and arcs. The Kit currently offers three
such languages called B(PN)2, CFA, and IF. B(PN)2 [3] (Basic Petri Net
Programming Notation) is a structured parallel programming language of-
fering features such as loops, blocks, and procedures. It is well-known from
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the PEP-tool [10]. CFA [9, 8] (Communicating Finite Automata) is a lan-
guage for the description of finite automata which communicate via shared
variables or channels of finite length. It offers very flexible communication
mechanisms and is also one of the modelling languages of the PEP-tool [10].
Finally, IF [4] (Interchange Format) is a language proposed in order to model
asynchronous communicating real-time systems. It is the common model de-
scription language of the European ADVANCE [1] (Advanced Validation
Techniques for Telecommunication Protocols) project.

• Net languages
The Kit supports two net languages, PEP and SENIL. In these languages
one has to define places, transitions, and arcs explicitly. PEP [2] is the low
level net language of the PEP-tool [10]. It is supported by the Kit mostly
because some tools can automatically export models into this format. SE-
NIL [8] (Simple Extensible Net Input Language) is designed to make it easy
to specify small P/T nets by hand; it is suitable for small nets with at most
a few dozens of nodes, but not for larger projects.

3.2 Describing properties

The Kit can be used to check several types of properties, e.g. deadlock-freeness,
reachability, safety and liveness properties. Except for deadlock-freeness these
properties will be expressed as formulae.

Reachability properties In our framework a reachability property is a state-
ment about states of the system. For example, the mutual exclusion property
of critical regions can be understood as a reachability property. It amounts to
the question whether there exists a reachable global state of the system in which
two processes enter their critical regions simultaneously. These properties can be
expressed with so-called state formulae. A state formula is a propositional logic
formula consisting of atomic propositions and logical operators.

Safety and liveness properties Safety and liveness properties are expressed
as formulae of temporal logics like CTL and LTL. They are the most popular
temporal logics, and together they can express all common safety and liveness
properties. Here we give just a brief introduction to LTL and CTL according
to [7].

• LTL means Linear-Time Temporal Logic. The underlying structure of time
is a totally ordered set. Under the assumption that the time corresponds to
(N, <), the time is discrete, has an initial moment with no predecessors and is
infinite into the future. LTL formulae consist of atomic propositions, boolean
connectives and temporal operators. Temporal operators are Gp (“always p”,
“henceforth p”), Fp (“sometime p”, “eventually p”), Xp (“nexttime p”) and
p U q (“p until q”). The Kit supports only the next-free fragment of LTL.
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• CTL, meaning Computation Tree Logic, is a branching time logic. The un-
derlying structure of time is assumed to have a branching tree-like nature.
It corresponds to an infinite tree where each node may have finitely many
successors and must have at least one successor. These trees have a natu-
ral correspondence with the computations of concurrent systems or nonde-
terministic programs. A CTL formula consists of a path quantifier [A (all
paths), E (there exists a path)] followed by an arbitrary linear-time formula,
allowing boolean combinations and nestings of linear-time operators (G, F,
X, U).

3.3 Verification techniques

As mentioned in the introduction many different verification techniques for 1-
safe Petri nets are available. These techniques include among others the explicit
construction of the state space, stubborn sets [21], BDDs [5], and net unfold-
ings [18]. The explicit construction of the state space is the classical approach,
and still adequate in cases where the state space explosion is not very acute. Stub-
born sets are used to avoid constructing part of the state space. They exploit
information about the concurrency of actions. Using symbolic techniques (e.g.
BDDs) one can succinctly represent large sets of states. They can reach spec-
tacular compactification ratios for regularly structured state spaces. Approaches
which are based on unfolding techniques make use of an explicitly constructed
partial-order semantics of the system. It contains information not only on the
reachability relation, but also on causality and concurrency. This technique is
adequate for systems exhibiting a high degree of concurrency.

When planning the Kit we intended to integrate various checkers such that
each of the verification approaches mentioned above is represented by at least
one checker. This has led to the following selection:

• The PEP-tool [10] (Programming Environment based on Petri nets) is a
programming and verification environment for parallel programs written in
B(PN)2 or CFA. Programs can be formally analysed using methods which
are based on the unfolding technique [18]. The PEP-tool is distributed by the
Theory group (subgroup Parallel Systems) of the University of Oldenburg.
PEP contributes to the Kit a deadlock-checker, a reachability-checker, and
a model-checker for LTL.

• PROD [22] is an advanced tool for efficient reachability analysis. It im-
plements different advanced reachability techniques for palliating the state
explosion problem, including partial-order techniques like stubborn sets [21],
and techniques which exploit symmetries. PROD is distributed by the For-
mal Methods Group of the Laboratory for Theoretical Computer Science
at the Helsinki University of Technology. PROD contributes to the Kit a
deadlock-checker, a reachability-checker, a CTL- and LTL-checker.

• The SMV system [17] is a tool for checking finite state systems against
specifications in the temporal logic CTL. The input language of SMV is
designed to allow the description of finite state systems that range from
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completely synchronous to completely asynchronous, and from the detailed
to the abstract. SMV is distributed by the Carnegie Mellon University. Its
verification algorithms are based on BDDs [5] and it contributes to the Kit
a deadlock-checker and a CTL-checker.

• SPIN [13] is a widely distributed software package that supports the for-
mal verification of distributed systems. It can be used as a full LTL model-
checking system, but it can also be used as an efficient on-the-fly verifier
for more basic safety and liveness properties. Many of the latter properties
can be expressed and verified without the use of LTL. SPIN uses explicit
construction of the state space. It is distributed by the Formal Methods and
Verification Group of Bell Labs. SPIN contributes to the Kit an LTL-checker.

• The tool MCSMODELS [12] is a model-checker for finite complete prefixes
(i.e. net unfoldings [18]). It currently uses the PEP-tool [10] to generate the
prefixes. These prefixes are then translated into logic programs with stable
model semantics, and the integrated Smodels solver is used to solve the
generated problems. MCSMODELS is distributed by the Formal Methods
and Logic Groups of the Laboratory for Theoretical Computer Science at
the Helsinki University of Technology. MCSMODELS contributes to the Kit
a deadlock-checker and a reachability-checker.

• CLP [14] is a linear-programming model-checker. It uses net unfoldings [18]
and can check among others deadlock-freeness, reachability, and coverability
of a marking. CLP is distributed by the Parallelism Research Group of the
University of Newcastle upon Tyne and contributes to the Kit a deadlock-
checker.

4 How to use the Kit

In this section we show how to use the Kit for verification tasks. The Kit is a
command-line oriented tool (called check) without any graphical user interface.
The available options are listed by calling check without any arguments. Figure
2 shows an overview of its current version.

For a correct program call one has to type

check [options] <input>:<checker> <modelfile> <formulafile>

where

• <input> is a place holder for one of the available modelling languages, i.e.
cfa, bpn2, if, pep, senil.
Note: <input> may be omitted; in this case check guesses the input language
by looking at the extension of <modelfile> (which should be .cfa, .bpn2,
.if, .ll net, or .senil, in the order of the languages mentioned above).
The user is free to use arbitrary extensions, but then the language has to be
specified explicitly.

• <checker> should be replaced by one of the available algorithms, see the list
at the bottom of Figure 2.
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Usage: check [options] <input>:<checker> <modelfile> <formulafile>

or: check -r <name> [options] <checker> <formulafile>

Options:

-s <name> save intermediate results under <name>

-r <name> resume from intermediate results saved under <name>

-t <dir> place temporary files in <dir> (default is ’.’)

-v run in verbose mode

Available input formats:

cfa concurrent finite automata

bpn2 B(PN)^2 language

if IF language

pep PEP low level net format

senil SENIL net format

Available algorithms:

CTL : prod-ctl, smv-ctl

LTL : prod-ltl, pep-ltl, spin-ltl

Deadlock : prod-dl, smv-dl, pep-dl, mcs-dl, clp-dl

Reachability: prod-reach, pep-reach, mcs-reach

Fig. 2. The Kit’s available options

• <modelfile> is the name of the file containing the system specification.
• <formulafile> is the name of the file containing the formula to be checked.

Note: For deadlock-checking no formula file is needed.
• [options] are as follows:

• -s <name>

Temporary files representing intermediate results will be saved in a tar-
archive mckit save <name>.tar. Some algorithms profit from the reuse
of intermediate results. For example, if one uses a method based on the
unfolding technique for verifying many properties on the same system, it
is sensible to calculate the unfolding only once and not for every property
over and over again. So the unfolding can be saved with this option for
reuse (see option -r).

• -r <name>

With this option one can reuse intermediate results saved before with
option -s <name>. This is sensible if one wants to check many properties
on the same system. Then the translation from the modelling language
into the correct input format for the checker should be done only once
and not for every single property. When using this option one should omit
the modelling language and the modelfile. Then the correct program call
is:

check -r <name> [options] <checker> <formulafile>
The selected checker can then take advantage of the files saved in the
file mckit save <name>.tar.
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prod-dl smv-dl pep-dl mcs-dl clp-dl

peterson 7.04 (0.09) 0.24 0.04 0.05 0.03
plate(5) 46.68 (1.38) mem 4.80 0.53 0.54
client/server 61.06 (0.79) 111.80 0.76 0.54 0.55
key(4) 37.63 (0.20) mem mem mem mem

fifo(30) 36.74 (0.72) mem mem mem mem

Fig. 3. Results for Deadlock-Checking

5 Experimental results

In this section we compare the performances of the algorithms by means of
experimental results on several systems. The results demonstrate the point we
made in the beginning, namely that no single method has the edge over all others.
We present results for checking deadlock-freeness and some safety properties.

All experiments were performed on a Linux PC with 64 MByte of RAM
and a 230 MHz Intel Pentium II CPU. The times are measured in seconds. The
systems we used are as follows:

– peterson: Mutual exclusion algorithm [19].
– plate(5): Production cell which handles 5 plates [11, 15].
– client/server: Client/Server system with 2 clients and 1 server [1].
– key(4): Manages keyboard/screen interaction in a window manager for 4 cus-

tomer tasks [6].
– fifo(30): 1-bit-FIFO with depth 30 [16, 20].

The systems are modelled in different languages. Peterson’s mutual exclusion
algorithm is modelled in B(PN)2, and the client/server system in IF. All other
examples are modelled in PEP’s low-level net format.

Figure 3 shows the results for deadlock-checking. We split PROD’s verifica-
tion times for the following reason: At first, PROD reads the net description file
and produces a corresponding C file. Then this C file is compiled and linked to
an executable reachability graph generator program. Finally, the actual verifi-
cation task is done by performing this executable program. Since PROD spends
most of the time for the generation of the executable file, the pure verification
times are quoted in parentheses.

Peterson’s mutual exclusion algorithm is a small example, and all verification
techniques behave well. But a look at the systems plate(5) and client/server al-
ready shows a big difference in the performances. The unfolding based techniques
outperform PROD and SMV here. Actually, SMV runs out of memory during
the verification of the production cell (signified by ‘mem’). On the contrary, the
systems key(4) and fifo(30) are examples in which PROD beats the other tools.

The results for safety properties are depicted in Figure 4. The properties
were expressed as LTL-formulas, and they were checked using LTL checkers.
For the production cell we checked a mutual exclusion property: exactly one of
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prod-ltl pep-ltl spin-ltl

plate(5) 67.22 (2.52) 1.20 mem

client/server 257.57 (30.83) 2.51 20.74
key(4) 4206.00 (4152.66) mem 11.53

Fig. 4. Results for LTL-Checking

three places of the net carries a token. For the client/server system we checked
that a buffer overflow can not occur. For the key(4) system we checked a mutual
exclusion property for two places. A look at the results confirms that the checkers
behave quite differently here as well. We are able to verify the property for the
production cell with PROD and PEP, but not with SPIN. On the contrary, for
the client/server system SPIN checks the formula much faster than PROD. The
key(4) system is an example which can be verified quickly with SPIN, but not
with PEP.

It is important to notice that the performance of each of the tools may
degrade a lot when used as part of the Kit. For instance, it is easy to model a
system in PROMELA such that checking some easy reachability property with
SPIN takes virtually no time; if the same system is modelled in, say CFA, and
then checked again with SPIN, the verification can run out of memory. The
reason is that the Kit transforms the initial CFA model into a 1-safe Petri net,
and this net into PROMELA. If the model is data intensive, the net (and with
it the PROMELA model) can easily blow-up. Another reason for a degraded
performance is that the user of the Kit does not have access to all the flags of
each of the checkers (future versions of the Kit should include this feature).

6 Conclusions

The Model-Checking Kit is a collection of programs which allow to model a finite-
state system using a variety of modelling languages, and (attempt to) verify it
using a variety of checkers. It has been successfully applied in a lab course on
automatic verification. Special care has been taken to design it in a modular way
and to make it easy to use and easy to install. Experiments with beta-testers
have shown that a moderately skilled user can install the tool and verify the
first property of a small system within half an hour. Furthermore, the Kit has
a high degree of portability since all programs are written in plain C and we do
not offer any graphical user interface. The Kit can be used for comparing the
performances of different verification methods. However, it must be emphasised
that, since each of the Kit’s checkers has been optimised for its own modelling
language, the Kit’s internal language conversions can lead to important losses in
performance. Finally, the Kit is an open library. Due to its modular design it is
easy to add new description languages or checkers, and to replace old versions of
checkers by new ones. Anyone who is interested in adding new languages and/or
tools is cordially invited to contact the authors.
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